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FIND

Advanced Component Search Engine
Quickly find the exact component you need with enhanced search capabilities that 
allow you to save queries and filter by a variety of parametric data. Search parame-
ters include symbol name, footprint name, footprint properties, manufacturer part 
number, and more. Filtering capabilities also including unit-ranges or component 
types.

APPLY

Supply Chain Links and Requests
Connect your designs with real-time pricing and availability information from over 
200 Altium verified suppliers. You can formalize and organize the part creation 
process for new components by submitting requests directly within Altium De-
signer or Altium Vault. Track the status of your part request using an integrated 
notification system. Then make informed part selections with your supply chain 
information and dynamic component data at your fingertips.

CORRECT

Design Reuse
Expanded Templates and Component Types enable standardization of project 
data for your entire organization. Create, modify, and distribute templates for 
Projects, Draftsman®, Scripts, and BOM reports to maintain consistency in your 
design projects. Verified logical circuitry reuse is simple with managed sheets and 
validated components.  Plus, easily structure and organize components with ex-
plicit component types, then filter search results based on type to quickly find the 
component you need.
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ABOUT ALTIUM

Altium LLC (ASX: ALU)  is a multinational software corporation headquartered in San Diego, California, that focuses on electronics design systems for 3D PCB design and embedded system development. Altium products are found 
everywhere from world leading electronic design teams to the grassroots electronic design community.

With a unique range of technologies Altium helps organisations and design communities to innovate, collaborate and create connected products while remaining on-time and on-budget. Products provided are Altium®, Altium 
Designer®, Altium Vault®, Autotrax®, Camtastic®, CircuitMaker®, CircuitStudio®, Codemaker™, Common Parts Library™, DXP™, Easytrax®, NanoBoard®, Octopart®, PCBWORKS®, P-CAD®, Protel®, Ciiva™, PDN Analyzer™, 
SmartParts™, ActiveRoute™, Draftsman®, Situs®, CIIVA SMARTPARTS®, ACTIVEBOM®, NATIVE 3D™ and the TASKING® range of embedded software compilers.

Founded in 1985, Altium has offices worldwide, with US locations in San Diego, Boston and New York City, European locations in Karlsruhe, Amersfoort, Kiev and Zug and Asia Pacific locations in Shanghai, Tokyo and Sydney. For more 
information, visit www.altium.com. You can also follow and engage with Altium via Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.   
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SECURITY

User and Group Permissions
Allow defined users and groups to access relevant information to avoid any un-
necessary distractions from your design. Users and group permissions can be syn-
ched to company credentials.

True Windows Session Authentication
You don’t have to struggle with complex password requirements and keeping track 
of all your passwords to maintain network security. Use your Windows session to 
log into Altium Vault and seamlessly maintain a secure personal connection. Utilize 
HTTP, HTTPS, IIS, or SSL for added security.

BENEFITS

Gain access to all necessary design and component data in the same workspace as 
your schematic and PCB design environments. Altium Vault creates an organized 
system that allows everyone to interact with all your ECAD data the way they need 
to without changing the way you already work. Altium Vault unifies individual and 
team-based design efforts into a single workflow. Keeping every detail of your proj-
ect synchronized in a single location ensures all the cogs in your design process 
work fluidly with effective communication across your entire team. Design with 
trust and release with confidence knowing that you and everyone you work with is 
speaking the same language and using the same design standards.

Where-Used Search
Search for designs that use a given template or component. Understand exactly 
where your components are being used and clearly see the impact of design 
changes. Never struggle with finding and replacing errant or obsolete compo-
nents in your designs. Identify design issues and update designs with correct 
parts in a matter of minutes.

RELEASE

Streamlined Project Releaser
Reduce design respins and release products faster by easily adding verified proj-
ect snapshots with customized variants of project files for manufacturing and 
assembly.
A simple user interface allows for explicit structure of the project release with 
source, fabrication and assembly variant packages.

Single-Setup Library Migration
Library creation is a large investment of time and effort. Preserve your existing 
libraries by seamlessly migrating them into Altium Vault. All of your existing ECAD 
data will be stored together to form reusable design assets.
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